Hello and Welcome to Classroom Clipart, a site with an extensive collection of over 100,000 high quality and unique clipart, animated clipart, icons, photographs and illustrations. While our name is Classroom Clipart our goal is to provide great clipart, images and pictures to everyone. So, you maybe asking how can I use these images. Read below

How Can You Use These Images?

Here are the way the images can be used:

1). Educational Use - Images to be used for educational use.
2). Personal Use Membership - In the personal Membership you have the option of downloading a variety of sizes and types of images. Download PNG, TIFF, different sized JPG images as well as Transparent GIFS.
3). Business Use Membership - same as the personal membership, however the image will be used to sell a product, book, printable.

Use:

- You have the Non Exclusive Right to use the images.
- These images can be used for PERSONAL and EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES*.
- Images in the Classroom Clipart collection may be used for Personal Use and also for Educational Use by Students and Teachers, Parents in print, multimedia, and video productions. Uses include school projects, web pages, newsletters, bulletin boards, posters and presentations. Images may not be repurposed or changed. *Educational Use of images excludes the use of images beyond the teachers use in his or her classroom. The images may not be used for printables, lessons or similar educational content for sale or exchanged.
- These images are watermarked with a Classroom Clipart Logo/Copyright. The copyright or watermark must not be removed from the image. Thumbnail images without watermarks are still copyrighted.
- When using the full size of the image or the thumbnail size of an image on a web site, a link must appear near the image. An example of the link: "Image Provided by Classroom Clipart" or Clipart provided by Classroomclipart
- Classroom Clipart retains all copyrights to these clip art images. Images may be resized to fit your needs. Copyright notice may not be removed.